Hit the Ball 30 Yards Further and Straighter
And reduce your score by 10 shots or more
This program will focus on five areas of improvement
Free equipment check
3D Motion Analysis

Understanding how to generate power
Better players understand how to use their body efficiently and how to deliver the club to
generate power.

Technique evaluation
One on one coaching
Practice program
Accompanied golf
Supervised practice
Video analysis
Personal development program
Use of Trackman radar

Understanding the importance of using the correct equipment
Better players use a driver that is custom built for them. With the right amount of flex in the
shaft and the right amount of loft in the head. With the use of state of the art technology we
will ensure that you to have the correct club in your hands.

Understanding ball curvature
Better players understand how to deliver the club to produce certain outcomes. We will take
you through the process of understanding these factors.

Understanding you movement pattern
Better players understand how they move, where their strengths and weaknesses are and how
to control these factors. We will give you ownership and an understanding of your unique
movement and together we will make a decision on whether to explore new movement
solutions or to enhance your existing patterns

On-Course decision making
We will ensure that you are making the right decisions off the tee when playing

Golfer’s who are serious about reducing their score need to be able to find the fairway more often and hit the ball far enough to give themselves a chance to hit their
appraoch shots close enough to maximise scoring potential.
If we can get hit the ball 30 yards further and increase the amount of fairways you hit you will reduce your score considerably.
So for £400 we are going to try to take 4 shots off your handicap or reduce your score by 10 shots by making you a master of the tee shot.
Interested? Contact us now and we can start to turn your driver into a golfing weapon.

